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Brittnacher et at. [1994]: Reexamined use of the energy
principle as applied to ion tearing:

0 Intrinsic PAD (Vlasov description): Recovered LP re-

sult
0 External PAD (Drift kinetic description): Energy prIn-

ciple contains an additional term, which is stabilizing.
Thus at best, the marginal stability criterion is still the
same.

.

from fluid equations assuming that electrons are frozen in
to the magnetic field.

0 Found that the compressional stabilization is indepen-
dent of any guide ,field Boy.

0 Recovered LP result.
0 The electron stabilization is thus a macroscopic fluid

effect, independent of the specifics of the particle or-
bits.
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FigUl'~ 1. The parameter regime for tearing instabil-
ity is organized by the equation kpne = 1 for regions I
and II and by the physical limits for ,tearing in regions
III and IV. Electron compression stabilizes the tearing
mode in region I. In region II, where electron compres-
sion can be negligible, finite Larmor radius effects are
sufficient to stabilize the mode. Electron tearing occurs
in region iv without PAD and with PAD C<:1.n occur in
(the estimated) region III. The plus represents a solu-
tion obtained with a pitch angle diffusion rate equal
to the electron normal gyrofrequency. It was estimated
that tearing can occur in region II for spatial scattering.



Examine the effect of transient electron population on tearing
stability. In isotropic self-consistent current sheet models this
is not a free parameter but depends on basic sheet parameters
and the distance from the neutral plane.

.

Sitnov et at.
YSIS.

.

0 Found instability (with T e/Ti « 1) when sheetissuffi-
ciently long so that electrons leaving it may be treated
as transient particles.



Figure 1. Tearing growth rate in thin current sheet with Bn
= 0 (dashed curve) and BnlBo = 0.1 with ~/Te = 7 (thick

solid curve). Other curves show the approach of the kinetic
solution (KS) to the fluid limit [Lembege and Pellat, 1982]
(FS) when reducing the temperature ratio only in Poisson's
equation (the specific values of ~/Te are marked here by the

symbol (p )). ",,-~~7""-'7
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Figure 3. Tearing growth rate for the current sheets with
Bn = 0 (upper dashed curVe) and BnlBo = 0.1 with differe~t

V~hlP;~ of the; te;mner;;tUlre r;;ttio ~/T~ (tower curves).
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Daughton [1998, 1999]: Vlasov linear theory analysis for
Harris sheet: growth rate for drift kink mode drops sharply
as mi/me increases. At mi/me == 1836" /OiO rv 0.003.

.Nonlinear effect of LHDI in 2D (y,z) Harris sheet [Hesse
et al., 1998; Lapenta and Brackbill, 2002; Daughton, 2002]:
leads to formation of thin electron-dominated current layer,
kink growth rate is the~ more rapid than predicted by linear
theory. '.

.E,xternally driven reconnect ion in 3D normal field configu-
ration [Pritchett and Coroniti, 2004]: Current sheet thins
from initial value of 1.6c/wpi: due to formation of thin elec-
tron current layer. Reconnection readily occurs. No appar-
ent reduction in time scale between mi/me == 25 and 100.
ky modes are not strongly excited.

.Nonlinear effect of LHDI in 3D Harris sheet: Reconnection
rate is much faster than in 2D.
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FIG. 14. Maximum growth rate as a function of mass ratio for the pure
tearing mode (kyL=O) and the pure kink mode (kzL=Oj.for the parameters
Pi I L = 1 and TilT e = 1. Growth rates are maximized over wavelength re-

sulting in kzL~O.5 for tearing and kyL~ 1 for the kink. The scaling is given
for low mass ratio (a) and for the entire range of mj Ime (b).
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FIG. 1. Temporal development of the magnetic field in the exactly antipar-
'aIlel case. Shown are contourlines of the magnetic flux function 1/1 (average
over z) at four different times.
















